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I. INTRODUCTION
All human activity requires water.  Some activities are short enough
that water consumption does not need to occur during the activity.
† DISCLAIMER: This paper represents the personal views of Paul Bork and not
those of The Dow Chemical Company and/or any of its subsidiaries (Dow) or any
organization to which Dow is a member, any similarities between these views may not
be entirely coincidental, but they are independent.
‡ Author Bio: The Author has been the Dow site attorney for various sites and
the Dow corporate attorney for Air, Water, RCR, and M&A (globally).  He served on
various boards, traded currency, audited facilities, managed litigation, provided ad-
vice and training, reviewed correspondence, negotiated contracts, drafted policies, ne-
gotiated violations, assisted state and federal statutory and regulatory advocacy, and
obtained patents.  One accomplishment (minor statute change) received appreciation
from both the Dow President and the U.S. President.  The Author has supported
Dow’s Freeport Operations over most of his career and been the environmental coun-
sel for the site for the past ten years.  A flag that flew over the Texas Capital flies in
the Author’s office in Michigan, thanks to State Representative Dennis Bonnen rec-
ognizing the Author’s supporting of Dow’s Texas operations.  He currently is the envi-
ronmental counsel for all Dow sites in Texas, Illinois, Arkansas, and Canada
(including Rohm and Haas, and Union Carbide sites).  He also has responsibilities
with respect to certain sites in California, West Virginia, and Louisiana, as well as
supporting several company-wide functions and periodically serving as an expert ne-
gotiator on critical projects.  The Author holds a B.S. in chemical engineering from
Michigan Tech, an MBA from Louisiana State University, and a J.D. from the Univer-
sity of Michigan Law School.
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Examples of this are a Sumo wrestling match, Karate sparing and
traveling to and from work (for many people).  Some activities are
moving and the water can be consumed in only part of the geography
where the activity occurs.  Examples of this are while driving through
Death Valley the Author carried some in a container and consumed
during the traverse when the Author made the trip, but clearly this
could be accomplished without consuming water (provided nothing
significantly slowed the traverse), a boxing match and traveling to and
from work (for other people).  All other human activities require the
consumption of water during and in the locations where the human
activity occurs.
For some human activity, the activity itself consumes water as well
as needing water for the human part of the activity.  One example of
this is Dow’s Freeport Texas chemical complex (“TXO”).  TXO is the
largest chemical complex in the United States, employing 8,000 people
(including contractors), operating sixty-five world scale production
plants, producing billions of pounds of products (44% of Dow’s US
sales), which are shipped out in pipelines, on trucks, rail and ships on
5,000 acres of property at the end of the Brazos River.1  This facility
operates 24 hours a day, 7 days a week and 365-6 days a year.  TXO is
the successor of the United States government’s chemical complex,
built to support World War II.  Dow was the operator of this facility
for the US government and purchased the site when the war was won.
TXO needs water to support its employees, as well as for the chemical
production processes.  Since water is needed to operate TXO, invest-
ment will only occur if the water supply is reliable.  This paper ad-
dresses that reliability of that water supply, in general and in response
to the Texas Commission on Environmental Quality (“TCEQ”) en-
forcement of recent water rights calls TXO has made on the Brazos
River.  These concerns have recently been highlighted in the drought
of 2011, which has been called the worst single year drought for
Texas.2
II. WATER RIGHTS—LEGAL BACKGROUND
Rather than repeat the work of others in this area, this paper
merely cites with approval the recent paper of Michael Booth3 for its
presentation of the background and current status of the law, includ-
1. ABOUT DOW IN TEXAS, DOW, http://www.dow.com/texas/freeport/about/in-
dex.htm (last visited Apr. 12, 2013).
2. See generally Chris Amico et al., Dried Out: Confronting the Texas Drought,
STATE IMPACT TEX., http://stateimpact.npr.org/texas/drought/ (last visited Mar. 28,
2013).
3. See generally Michael J. Booth  et al., TCEQ Water Curtailment Rules – How
Meaningful is the Priority System?, UTCLE—Water Law Seminar, Nov. 1–2, 2012,
http://www.utcle.org/eLibrary/preview.php?asset_file_id=36172.
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ing TCEQ’s regulations and the ongoing case4 challenging the existing
TCEQ water call regulations and their application.  The Author ex-
presses no view regarding the paper’s presentation of Mr. Booth’s
views with respect to the legality or appropriateness of these regula-
tions or his views on this case.  The Author notes in passing that the
second sentence in Section D of this paper should read in part, “A
priority call made by The Dow Chemical Company (‘Dow’) on No-
vember 14, 2012.”  Any similarities between the views of Mr. Booth
and those of the Author may not be entirely coincidental, but they are
both independent and beyond the scope of this paper.
III. TXO’S WATER USE
TXO chemical processes consume water to carry heat and energy.
Examples of this are the cooling and condensation of chemicals and
chemical intermediates, as required by heat exchangers and distilla-
tion columns.  Another major use of water is the conversion of water
into extraordinarily pure water, which is then boiled and superheated
to produce the various grades of steam that is used to heat and boil
chemical intermediates and feeds; as required in heat exchangers,
boilers, re-boilers and distillation columns.  Most of this water is re-
cycled.  Some water is recycled by passing the cooling water through a
cooling tower, which evaporates some of the water and cools the rest
down; it can then be collected, treated and reused for cooling again.
Other water is recycled by being collected, treated and re-boiled
into steam which can be reused for heating again.  Unfortunately,
both of these recycle processes concentrate undesirable materials in
the recycled water, limiting the number of times the water can be re-
cycled.  This is accomplished by diverting a part of the recycle stream
into a purge or waste stream.  This water ends up as part of the TXO
Texas Pollution Discharge Elimination System (“TXPDES”) dis-
charge stream.  Enormous efforts are made to reduce the size of these
purge streams, but after all efforts are exhausted, some purge is
needed for all recycle streams.  Sometimes the recycle loop is insuffi-
ciently closed to require an express purge stream.  One example of
this would be a chemical process that required water in the product.
If a sufficient part of the recycling water stream were to be incorpo-
rated into the product, an express purge stream may not be required.
TXO chemical processes consume water to carry other chemicals,
as water is a chemical, not reacting in most chemical production
processes (at least not intentionally or significantly).  An example of
this is to carry salt from underground salt domes into the chlorine and
caustic production plant.  This one plant generates both chlorine and
caustic (sodium hydroxide) in a ratio that the chemistry fixes as 1.00 to
4. See Tex. Farm Bureau v. Tex. Comm’n on Envtl. Quality, No. D-1-GN-12-
003937 (53d Jud. Dist. Ct., Travis County, Tex. filed Dec. 14, 2012).
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1.01.  Many other processes use water to carry chemicals or particu-
lates from place to place.
TXO chemical processes consume water as reaction media.  An ex-
ample of this is reaction of salt in a chlorine and caustic production
plant.  The reactivity of a chemical can be moderated by reducing its
concentration, thus having the reaction take place in water sometimes
provides a means to control the rate of reaction.  Again the water is
normally recycled, but a purge is required.  Again, a chlorine and
caustic production plant is an example of this.
TXO chemical processes consume water as a component of their
products.  An example of this is the 50% caustic that Dow sells.  The
diluting reduces the costs of the production, as the caustic is made at
less than 50% strength and a more concentrated caustic would require
removing more water.  The 50% caustic is less reactive and dangerous
to use.  A similar home product where a large part of the produce is
inert is laundry soap.  It is easier to place about half a cup of laundry
soap into a load of laundry than measuring out a teaspoon.  Marketing
may also play a part in the home-laundry use.
TXO chemical processes require people to operate and these peo-
ple require water, as do all people.  While a small percentage of the
TXO water use, all usage is critical.  As the children’s story goes, the
lack of a nail can cause the failure of the war.
TXO also uses water for firefighting.  In the unlikely event a fire
were to occur in various places in the TXO, water, collected in a fire
fighting pond and directed with a dedicated firefighting water distribu-
tion system will be used to fight the fire.
In addition to these requirements, TXO shares about 10% of the
water it consumes.  This water is shared with nearby neighbors, in-
cluding local industry (“BASF”5 is an example of this) and municipali-
ties (the city of Lake Jackson is an example of this).
For these reasons, TXO requires good water all the time.  Dow is in
the chemical manufacturing business.  Dow does not desire to be in
the water business.  However, it is unacceptable to Dow for TXO not
to have water for any quarter, month, day, hour, minute or second and
Dow must be in the water business to a sufficient degree to obtain the
necessary continuous supply of good water.
A. Details of Brazos River
The Brazos River is the second largest River reaching the Gulf of
Mexico from the United States, crossing Texas.
5. www.basf.com (last visited Apr. 23, 2013).
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The inserted diagram from the BRA shows the reach of the Brazos
River and the drought stage of Texas on one day during the 2011
drought.  The flatness of Texas and the Brazos River is such that the
Rosharon Gage, at river mile fifty-six, is tidally influenced during peri-
ods of low flow, or the flow increases in periods of low tides and de-
creases during periods of high tides.  This back and forth surges of the
tidal water makes measuring the Brazos River flow over short times
difficult.
B. Details of TXO Water Demand
TXO has a number of water rights, but typically they are operating
under a 1942 water right.6  This is one of the most senior water rights
on the Brazos River.  It has two water intakes, one at mile marker
twenty (Brazoria Intake) the other at mile marker forty-six (Harris
Intake).  This makes TXO the last water intake on the Brazos River.
TXO has two reservoirs, one near each intake.  They are operated as
one reservoir with a combined capacity to operate TXO for about a
6. Certificate of Adjudication 12-5328:
February 28, 1929: 20,000 acre feet
February 14, 1942: 150,000 acre feet
April 4, 1960: 65,000 acre feet
March 8, 1976: 3,136 acre feet
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month.7  TXO consumes about 310 acre feet of water daily.8  During
periods of droughts when the air is dry and blowing, many reservoirs
lose as much water to evaporation as they do to consumptive use, so
the experience is that these reservoirs are expected to produce suffi-
cient water for at least forty-five days of operation.  Keeping reser-
voirs full can become a water demand during periods of drought and
near drought.9  Pumps are not continuously variable and come in large
sizes.  TXO has the ability to pump 180 cfs (360 acre feet/day)–taking
the rest of their demand from the reservoirs or pump at 290 cfs (580
acre feet/day)–putting the surplus of the pumping into the reservoirs
to fill them.
A further factor for TXO is that the bottom of the Brazos River is
below sea level all the way up the river to the Harris Intake.  This
means if there is insufficient water flowing down the Brazos River to
keep the Gulf of Mexico at bay (intended), then the Gulf of Mexico
water will flow up the Brazos River bed and produce sea water at the
Harris Intake.  Experience shows that the front edge of this “salt
water wedge” moves down the Brazos River when there is about 100
cfs flowing past the Harris Intake and upstream edge of this “salt
water wedge” moves up the Brazos River when there is less than
about 100 cfs flowing past the Harris Intake.10
The form of the “salt water wedge” means that a structure blocking
the bottom of the Brazos River and allowing free flow at the top of
the Brazos River can effectively stop the upriver flow of the “salt
water wedge” without requiring additional river flow of fresh water.
This structure is called a salt water barrier.  There are two types of salt
water barriers, permanent (an example is at the end of the Guade-
loupe River)11 and temporary (made largely of earth and which is ex-
pected to be washed out each year during the period of high river
flow).12
7. TCEQ—Questions for Senior Water Right Holder Making Call, Nov. 14, 2012
(see attachment).
Brazoria Reservoir 21,000 acre feet
Harris Reservoir 7,000 acre feet
8. TCEQ—Questions for Senior Water Right Holder Making Call, Nov. 14, 2012.
Average daily use for the first ten months of 2012 was 306 acre feet.
9. Historically, Dow consumed 440 acre feet/day, or 140 million gallons per day,
or 220 cubic feet per second or 100,000 gallons per minute.
10. Since the increase salinity of sea water also causes the sea water in the Brazos
River bed to be more dense than the fresh water, the sea water forms a wedge, where
the sea water is further up the Brazos River at the bottom of the Brazos River bed
than it is at the top of the Brazos River.
11. See discussion in http://articles.orlandosentinel.com/2012-06-29/features/sns-
mct-gbra-puts-in-saltwater-barrier-on-guadalupe-20120629_1_water-level-water-sup-
ply-river-level (last visited May 3, 2013).
12. See Dow’s attached extract from their permit for a temporary salt water
barrier.
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IV. LEVELS OF PROTECTION
We have a non-unique concept in the chemical industry, levels of
protection (“LOP”).  It is used in many areas without such formal-
ity–for example, in the legal arena of wills.  One might expressly disin-
herit a daughter, then allocate all the assets and finally have a
residuary bequest to another.  This would have three LOP.  However,
in the chemical industry, this can be a very formalized process.  For
example, to keep chemicals out of the environment, we may have ves-
sels, pipes, fittings and valves designed not to leak as one LOP, we
might have an aggressive inspection and leak fixing program for a sec-
ond LOP and a containment system, for example, a dike or dome over
the plant as a third LOP.
A pressure relief valve, routed to a flare might be another LOP.
However, these levels of LOPs might not protect against the same
incidents and might not be independent, so they may not count as four
independent LOPs.
A. LOP in the Water Arena—Reservoirs
One may ask if a reservoir can be a LOP for TXO against failure of
the Brazos River water supply.  While a reservoir can be a partial
LOP, this is not an independent LOP, as the reservoir is filled from
the Brazos River and only lasts while water from the Brazos River is
in the reservoir.
Dow actually has two reservoirs, which contain about a month of
water.  One can suggest that this is a LOP against the Brazos River
being out of good water for any second, minute, day, or perhaps
month.  However, Dow operates TXO in a manner that is knowingly
safe and inside applicable permits and legal requirements.  Several
days of operation are needed to appropriately shut down TXO, so this
LOP is only effective against the Brazos River being out of good
water for any second, minute, day or couple of days.  The reservoirs
are not a LOP against the Brazos River not having good water for a
month or quarter.
Additionally, the reservoirs are not independent of the Brazos
River, as there needs to be sufficient water in the Brazos River for
Dow to fill, re-fill and keep the reservoirs full against losses, such as
evaporation.  Dow has a limited physical and permit capacity to pump
water from the Brazos River, so the Brazos River has to have a suffi-
cient surplus of water, beyond TXO’s current needs to allow re-filling
of the reservoirs after their partial consumption to have the reservoirs
function as a LOP.
B. LOP in the Water Arena—Alternate Supply
In many ways, water is similar to other utilities needed to operate
TXO.  For example, electrical power is necessary for each and every
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chemical plant and the operation of all TXO.  A common way to ad-
dress reliability in the supply of electricity is to dual source the plant’s
electrical grid.  TXO generates its own power and also has a linkage to
the commercial Texas power grid.  This means for some power relia-
bility issues, TXO can switch the source of electrical power and con-
tinue to operate during a reliability issue with one of its power
sources.
One might ask if this concept is applicable to water supply for TXO.
Texas has a concept of a bed and banks permit13 that allows a person
who is selling water to convey that water down the Texas rivers, with
the water legally, but not physically, separated from the natural flows
of the Texas rivers.  Similar to wheeling power from other sources,
there are losses as the water is transported down the Texas rivers, but
the legal ownership of the water is reserved for the purchaser.  Water
is different from power in that Texas owns the wheeling mechanism
rather than a commercial company, and allows fairly unconstrained
use of the wheeling mechanism.
1. LOP in the Water Arena—Alternate Supply—
Commercial Reservoirs
Some background is needed here to understand the next issues.
Texas law allocates water in Texas rivers on a priority basis, “first in
time is first in right.”14  The right to this priority is a water right.
These water rights are property rights.15  However, Texas treats water
held in a reservoir as not subject to allocation according to water
rights.16  This is true even when the water is released to the same river
from which it was captured.
This fairly unconstrained use of the wheeling mechanism is required
to allow commercial use of water from reservoirs, which for the pur-
poses of this paper is the selling of water.  Other use of water in this
paper, such as that by TXO is designated consumptive use.  On the
Brazos River, the Brazos River Authority (“BRA”) operates most of
the reservoirs and sells most of the water.17
Commercial water use requires that the water stored in reservoirs
be severed from water rights.  Otherwise there would be no reason for
anyone to store water in a reservoir, as the water would be required to
be provided at no cost to any water right holder with an older water
right than the one under which the water was stored.  One aspect of
water law that could benefit from some fine-tuning is the concept that
water cannot be diverted into storage while a senior water right has an
13. TEX. WATER CODE ANN. § 11.042 (West 1997 & Supp. 2012).
14. TEX. WATER CODE ANN. § 11.027 (West 2005).
15. Tex. Water Rights Comm’n v. Wright, 464 S.W.2d 642 (Tex. 1971).
16. TEX. WATER CODE ANN. §§ 11.036, 11.091 (West 2011).
17. The Brazos River Authority Mission, BRAZOS RIVER AUTH., http://www.bra-
zos.org/ourMission.asp (last visited Mar. 26, 2013).
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outstanding call.  Lack of precision in implementing this aspect of
Texas water law allows a reservoir owner to divert water from the
senior water right to fill a reservoir, requiring the purchase of water
from this or another reservoir.  The total flow in the river does not
change, it just has the effect of unjustly enriching reservoir owners
from those owning senior water rights.
Commercial reservoirs rely on the ability to store water with a small
amount of loss.  In the power area, the equivalent to commercial res-
ervoirs are peaking power generators, such as many gas turbines and
hydroelectric power generators from some reservoirs.  Commercial
reservoirs, unlike peaking power generators do not create any addi-
tional water.  They are not an additional source of water.  They are
not an independent LOP.  They are simply changing the time some
water is in the river.
There is only one way a commercial reservoir makes any sense.
This is when a river cannot meet the water demand from the river, but
the river’s average flow is sufficient to meet the average water de-
mand from the river.  For some commercial reservoirs, the flow rates
will allow slow filling of the reservoir over a period of years and the
selling of water over another period of years during drought or peri-
ods where the periodic flow is below the demand.  Other commercial
reservoirs will be blessed with high flow rates and the physical ability
to fill the reservoir with an episodic event, perhaps several times per
year, even during drought periods.  The types of commercial agree-
ments an operator of a reservoir enters will reflect the needs of their
customers.  Some will be buying water each year, these customers will
not have any water rights themselves (many cities are in this cate-
gory),18 others will be using the reservoir capacity only as a backup
water supply or as a LOP against a drought water shortage.  There are
also opportunities for episodic purchasers of water to acquire the
residual of a water supply agreement from a continuous water pur-
chaser, particularly if the continuous water purchase has agreements
allowing for growth–at least until that growth occurs.
From a LOP perspective a commercial reservoir is not an indepen-
dent water supply, but this can be a very significant LOP against the
more numerous, shorter-term water supply issues.
2. LOP in the Water Arena—Alternate Supply—
Real Alternate Supplies
If commercial reservoirs are not a real alternative supply, but sim-
ply change the time some water is in a river, one can ask if there are
any real alternate supplies of water.  Yes, there are some real alternate
18. ORDER SUSPENDING WATER RIGHTS ON THE BRAZOS RIVER, APPENDIX C:
JUNIOR WATER RIGHTS NOT SUSPENDED BY THIS ORDER 1–2, TCEQ, Nov. 27, 2012,
http://www7.tceq.state.tx.us/uploads/eagendas/Agendas/2012/12-5-2012/2012-2421-
WR.pdf.
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supplies of water.  Four come to mind: 1) from a different river, 2)
from groundwater, 3) another user’s return and 4) from the ocean.
There is an effective fifth alternative, which is an effective substitute
for obtaining water: a salt-water barrier.  Finally, there is an effective
sixth alternative, which is also an effective substitute for obtaining
water:  reduction of water demand.  Neither of these last two alterna-
tives actually require nor consume water.
Water from a different river can be divided into two categories:
water from Texas rivers and water from non-Texas rivers.  Dow’s ex-
perience and this paper will be limited to a brief discussion of water
from Texas rivers.  The ability to take water from non-Texas rivers,
involves the interaction of another state’s law and may well involve a
great deal of politics.  The Metroplex (Dallas–Fort Worth area) is ex-
periencing both of these in their ongoing efforts to consume
Oklahoma water.  Texas has additional protections and requires addi-
tional showings in permitting the moving of water from one river ba-
sin to another.19  This seems to be proper policy to avoid a water
shortage in one area migrating and causing problems in other river
basin(s).  So while there may be permitting constraints, obtaining
water from another river basin can provide a fairly independent LOP.
However, often a drought is broader than one river basin.  In 2011,
most of Texas was in an extreme drought.20
It may be difficult to physically transfer the water from one river
basin to the desired river basin.  One way to accomplish this is to use
existing infrastructure.  If a municipality receives water from two river
basins and has an interconnection that has sufficient additional capac-
ity for the water user, this may be an economical way to transfer the
water.  Alternatively, if an existing pipeline happens to flow in the
proper direction, purchase or use of an existing pipeline may be eco-
nomical.  Acquiring right-of-ways and constructing a pipeline is ex-
tremely expensive and may make obtaining such a LOP, even for a
partial demand, too expensive.
Water rights have no impact on groundwater, which is regulated
separately.21  Groundwater can be purchased in two ways:  1) in the
ground or 2) already extracted in a river.  One buys groundwater in
the ground from the land owner.  However, the regulation of ground-
water is delegated to the groundwater management district (some-
times known as the subsidence district) which has jurisdiction over the
groundwater in a county or group of counties. Many groundwater
management districts require a permit to “export” groundwater from
19. TEX. WATER CODE ANN. § 11.085 (West 2008 & Supp. 2012).
20. Dried Out: Confronting the Texas Drought, STATEIMPACT, http://stateimpact.
npr.org/texas/drought/ (last visited Mar. 28, 2013) (showing the animated display of
the drought through 2011).
21. See generally TEX. WATER CODE ANN. CH. 36 (West 2008).
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the geographic area of the groundwater management district and may
even require payment of a severance fee “export” the water.
One buys groundwater in a river from the person managing the
water.  This person can be the owner of the land that generated the
groundwater.  It can also be a person that first used the groundwater.
The first user of the groundwater may be a municipality.  If one is
buying already used water (often called a return flow), many of the
barriers to groundwater use may have been overcome.
In any event, one must use often use a bed and banks permit to
transport the purchased water down a Texas river to the consumptive
use location.22  While it is not likely that any one groundwater source
could substitute for the entire TXO water demand and become a
LOP, acquiring groundwater that replaces some of the TXO water
demand during periods of drought can function as a partial LOP.
Return flows back to a Texas river that was the water’s source are
subject to the priority system of water rights.23  Typically, a municipal
user has return flows equal to about 40% of their intake, since about
half their water is used for watering outside plants.  Irrigation use typi-
cally does not have return flows.  Power generation typically recycle
their water, using evaporative losses to provide cooling and only re-
turn a purge to the river, would have a very small return flow.24  Re-
turn flows to another Texas river are subject to the permitting for
interbasin transfers.25  However, a return flow reused without entering
a Texas river is not subject to the priority system of water rights.26
TXO recently started to reuse the return flow from the city of Lake
Jackson.  This reuse replaces about 2,500 gpm of TXO’s water de-
mand.  This is an example of a partial LOP.  It operated during peri-
ods of drought, but also in the periods leading up to the drought,
which may help keep the Harris and Brazoria reservoirs fuller than if
the city of Lake Jackson reuse were not in place.
Given TXO’s location at the end of the Brazos River, located by the
United States government to allow easy shipment by boat during
WWII, access to sea water from the Gulf of Mexico is not difficult.  In
fact, TXO already uses sea water as a partial replacement for fresh
water, so this is already pumped to the site.  Desalination is a very
real, commercial process.  It would allow TXO to manufacture the
water it needs without being dependent on droughts and infringement
by others of its water rights.  A new, large desalination plant can pro-
duce water for a price of about $700/acre foot.27  When the Brazos
22. TEX. WATER CODE ANN. § 11.042 (West 2009).
23. TEX. WATER CODE ANN. § 11.046 (West 2011).
24. Interview with Tim Finley, Senior Envtl. Eng’r, Dow Chemical (Mar. 27,
2013).
25. TEX. WATER CODE ANN. § 11.046.
26. Id.
27. Interview with Tim Finley, Senior Envtl. Eng’r, Dow Chemical (Mar. 27,
2013).
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River is flowing at a sufficient rate (220 cfs) at the TXO Harris intake,
the water is available for the cost of pumping the water down to the
TXO plant and the maintenance of the water system ($40/acre foot).28
When BRA interruptible water is available, as during a moderate
drought, the current price is $62.50/acre foot.29  Desalination, with its
large price premium becomes a difficult to implement LOP.
The fifth alternative is a saltwater barrier.  With the installation of a
saltwater barrier, the amount of water flow in the Brazoria River
needed to meet TXO’s demand is decreased by about 100 cfs at the
Harris Intake.  This is because the normal function of 100 cfs passing
the Harris Intake to keep the “salt water wedge” from reaching the
Harris Intake and eliminating the ability for TXO to get good fresh
water from the Brazos River is being replaced by a submerged, physi-
cal dam—the saltwater barrier.
The sixth alternative is reduction of water demand.  TXO has ag-
gressively reduced its water demand.30  Including the reuse of the city
of Lake Jackson water, TXO accomplished about 9,500 gpm of water
reduction efforts at a cost identified as in excess of three million dol-
lars.  In addition, there were several water demand efforts that make
sense to use during periods of extreme drought, these drought projects
will reduce TXO’s water demand by an additional 3,500 gpm.  Again,
each gpm of demand reduction enables the existing TXO infrastruc-
ture to operate better, providing a longer period of operation during a
drought.  These demand reduction projects can be viewed as an addi-
tional partial LOP.  Water demand reduction did not stop with the
projects claimed in the Texas Environmental Excellence Award appli-
cation.  In 2011, TXO purchased property upon which to double its
reservoir capacity.  While it takes many years to permit and construct
a reservoir, doubling the capacity will have the effect of reducing
TXO’s water demand during short periods of droughts, adding an ad-
ditional partial LOP.
C. LOP in the Water Arena—Conclusion
There does not appear to be a single adequate alternative supply for
the TXO facility.  However, every 10% reduction of TXO water con-
sumption during drought periods increases the capacity of the Dow
reservoirs by three days.  It makes sense to look for a variety of alter-
native partial LOPs.  Each of these partial LOPs may not be signifi-
28. Interview with Ernie Schreiber, Envtl. Operations, Dow Chemical (Mar. 28,
2013).
29. WATER SUPPLY CONTRACTS, BRAZOS RIVER AUTHORITY, http://www.brazos.
org/water-contracts.asp (last visited Mar. 26, 2013).
30. See the Oct. 8, 2012 application for the Texas Environmental Excellence
Award, which includes many details of these conservation efforts.  TCEQ awarded
Dow one (of ten) 2013 Texas Environmental Excellence Awards in a ceremony on
May 2, 2013.
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cant to the entire facility, but if a partial LOP’s water source is diverse
from the Brazos River there is at least a partial additional LOP, re-
ducing the potential for TXO to run out of water.  Note that the par-
tial LOP of the saltwater barrier, while on the Brazos River, is diverse
as it is not dependent on additional water flowing in the Brazos River.
V. WATER QUALITY
There is a contentious issue in water rights law: water quality.  One
aspect of water rights is that the “first in time is the first in right.”31
This means that junior water rights are not allowed to be granted if
their exercise might adversely impact senior water rights.32  One con-
cern is the amount of salt in the water that is allowed.  One can won-
der if a senior water right holder is able to make a call on the river if
the quality of the river is adversely impacted by a junior water right
holder.  This might occur because a junior water right holder is taking
water from a sweet tributary and allowing the salty tributaries to in-
crease the salinity of the water reaching the senior water right holder.
Alternatively, a junior water right holder with several reservoirs might
during periods of low flow, release salty water from a high salt im-
poundment while impounding the same amount of sweet water into
the junior water right holder’s sweet water reservoir.  This “trade” of
water between the junior water rights holder might have the same ef-
fect as if the junior water right holder was discharging salt into the
river.  A third alternative is if a junior water right holder is taking
sufficient water to allow a “salt water wedge” flow up stream until it
adversely impacts the senior water rights intake.
A water rights holder has the right to have the same quantity and
quality as when the water right was established.33  The Brazoria In-
take has the “salt water wedge” upriver from its location of river mile
twenty five in the normal variation of the Brazos River and TXO does
not make a call on the Brazos River to keep the Brazos River water as
far down the Brazos River as the Brazoria Intake.
If there were no quality aspects of a water right, then TXO water
rights would be meaningless, as the Gulf of Mexico water will fill any
void left by misappropriated Brazos River water.  Further, this TXO
concern would then apply with equal vigor to the next water right up
the Brazos River and so forth until the thwang (lowest part of the
river bed) reaches sea level.  We could construct arguments whether
this was the high tide or the low tide levels.  However, there is no
support for the concept that in this area near the ocean, water rights
disappear.
31. TEX. WATER CODE ANN. § 11.027 (West 2008).
32. TEX. WATER CODE ANN. § 11.1351 (West 2008).
33. TEX. WATER CODE ANN. § 11.001 (West 1997).
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VI. WATER RIGHTS—ENFORCEMENT
Water rights have been enforced by making a call on the river and
enforcing that call by suing the junior water rights holders that in-
fringe the water rights of the calling senior water right holder.34  While
many theories might apply, typically a trespass legal theory is the one
used to enforce water rights. TCEQ is the current state administrative
agency charged with managing water rights.35  TCEQ has police pow-
ers to enforce water rights for water rights holders.36  There are a
number of potential issues where TCEQ might decide to enforce a
given water right in a manner different than that which the water right
holder might pursue in a civil enforcement action.  For example, there
might be a water user that has a politically favored status (“Favorite”)
and that the TCEQ and/or the Senior might not want to deprive of
water as the priority system would require.  For the purposes of this
paper, there is no need to distinguish among the various potential Fa-
vorites or the reasons for their political favor.37
For example, no responsible senior water right holder (“Senior”)
would desire to have the Favorite lack of water, caused by their appli-
cation of their senior water rights against Favorite’s water rights.  Such
a Senior might rationally prefer that the Favorite that failed to plan
for sufficient water supplies should buy water from the Senior at the
incremental cost of such water would generate if used by the Senior,
rather than being force by the government to donate the water to the
Favorite that failed to plan for sufficient water supplies.  Depending
on the particular facts, some Seniors might want to add a reasonable
fee to the avoided benefit of the water.  Depending on the price of-
fered, the Favorite might be able to buy water from storage or another
source senior to the Favorite and willing to sell at a lower price than
that offered by the Senior.  This is how goods are typically allocated in
the United States and Texas.
Alternatively, the Senior might want to both share water with the
Favorite and take their full priority of water.  This has the effect of the
Senior providing a gift of water to the Favorite and sticking someone
else with the bill.  The problem with this is it essentially expands the
Senior’s water rights by the amount of water provided to the Favorite,
34. TEX. WATER CODE ANN. § 11.041 (West 2008).
35. TEX. WATER CODE ANN. § 11.002(1) (West 2011) (defining “commission” as
the Texas Natural Resource Conservation Committee (“TNRCC”).  The TCEQ is the
successor organization to the TNRCC, starting in 2002, as part of the legislative sunset
review of all state agencies. See HISTORY OF THE TCEQ, TCEQ, http://www.tceq.
texas.gov/about/pre_agency_flow.html/at_download/file (last visited March 27, 2013);
see also TEX. WATER CODE ANN. § 5.014 (West 2011)).
36. TEX. WATER CODE ANN. §§ 5.102, 5.120, 5.122, 11.139 (West 2008).
37. Examples of such politically favored water users might include: a Senior’s par-
ents’ ranch or business, the ranch or business of someone upon which the Senior’s
business depended, the Senior’s church, a city, a electrical power generator and the
legislature.
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as the burden of this favor is shifted to junior water rights holders, see
future discussion for more details.  There are other situations where
similar cases of shifted favor burdens occur.38  Some may say that the
courts or TCEQ will not allow a Senior to double count its water
rights in this way.  The result is the same if the courts or the TCEQ
carve out an exception for their Favorite, which has occurred, so the
discussion of this issue continues.
This problem is exasperated when we add to the situation a junior
water right holder (“Junior”), whose priority is between that of the
Favorite and the Senior.  This Junior and the Favorite both should
have their water rights cut off, at least in part, by the priority of the
Senior.  If both should have been cut off completely and the Senior
provides water out of priority, the Junior is not adversely impacted.
This is indistinguishable to the Junior from the circumstance where
the Senior consumed the water itself.  The only concern is if the Se-
nior is forced to share, the state is taking the Senior’s water, without
compensation.
To assist illustrating the problem being discussed, consider the river
having a water flow of 1,000; the Senior a water demand of 600; a
Favorite a water demand of 200 and the Junior a water demand of 500.
Clearly the Junior’s entire water demand of 500 is at risk to the prior-
ity claim of the Senior.  However, the Senior’s priority claim is only to
the extent of the Senior’s water need.  In this case, the Junior should
receive 400 of its water demand, which is the 1,000 in the river minus
the 600 of the Senior.  However, from the Junior’s perspective, the
Favorite’s water demand of 200 has now assumed the priority of the
Senior’s water right, since the Junior only receives a water flow of 200:
the same effect as if the Senior had inappropriately increased its water
right by the 200 of Favorite.
38. One that comes to mind is when there is a long line of cars on a road with a
stop light that is allow few to proceed each cycle and many are backed up.  A new car
on a side street with a stop sign pulls up and stops.  Rather than following the traffic
laws, a car which is about to proceed through the stop light, stops and motions the car
behind the stop sign to move forward.  This favor imposes a delay of two cars to the
rest of the cars behind the favor granting car, as it takes longer to have the side street
car proceed than it would have to have the cars already on the stop lighted road
proceed.  The driver of the car granting the favor feels better, but they have violated
the driving laws, extended the traffic jam longer than it would have been if the traffic
laws were followed and pushed the vast majority of the time delay cost of the favor on
to each and every driver of the cars that are in line on the stop lighted street.  This is
something for drivers to consider when driving, particularly when driving in front of
the author on a stop light stopped street.
While the Author is not saying that granting the side street car a favor is evil, there
is a cost of this favor that is not born by the one granting the favor.  The traffic laws
were generated to promote safe driving and move traffic quickly.  Any undermining
of them should be as carefully considered as undermining the water priority laws.
When people act in ways contrary to the established requirements, unintended conse-
quences, such as auto accidents and removing incentives for Favorites to adequately
plan and manage water before and during droughts may occur.
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One can suggest that water right priority is being followed since the
only Junior(s) who are curtailed are those whose water rights are jun-
ior to Senior and Senior is not impacted.  However, this is simply
false, as the burden of the favorable treatment of Favorite has been
passed on to the Junior(s).  This is the same as the footnote 38 case,
where the car allowing the stop signed car gets through the stop light
without having to wait another cycle, it is just the entire trail of cars
stopped behind the favor granting car that are burdened with an addi-
tional two car time delay.
A. Recent Enforcement History
Though the rules and practices are changing, TCEQ has enforced
the recent calls with Favorites.  This has been criticized as violating the
priority system.  We can all agree that there should be certain Favor-
ites.  The questions are: 1) who is a Favorite 2) what aspects of a Fa-
vorite’s water demand should be favorably treated, 3) what
demonstration should be required for Favorite treatment, 4) what ef-
forts should be required of the Favorite to continue the Favorite treat-
ment and 5) how are these previous four questions answered.39  There
needs to be an understanding of the appropriate Favorites and associ-
ated conditions.40  It might be entirely appropriate to have Favorite
treatment only occur once a potential Favorite attempted to solve its
water shortage issue by appropriately attempting to purchase water
from those Junior(s) who will carry the burden of providing the water
to the Favorite.  Otherwise, the Junior(s) are being forced to fund the
Favorites, and the normal incentives for the Favorites to manage po-
tential water shortage issues, that exist for the non-Favorites, are
removed.
39. Examples of potential Favorite(s) include: cities, power generators, water
providers to cities and power generators and reservoirs of water providers to cities
and power generators.
Examples of water uses that might be excluded include ornamental watering, water
consuming maintenance that can be delayed, increase cycle time for water, implement
city water plan.
Examples of activities that might be required to keep Favorite status include:
greater planning for future water demands, perhaps acquiring more water contracts—
buying water from those Juniors that were cut off in prior years, reduce Favorite
water demand towards best in class performance, that is measured and reported by
TCEQ.
40. Continuing the driving analogy, many might agree that it would be appropri-
ate for the favor to be granted to an ambulance on the stop street.  Others might
desire the additional requirement that they are in an urgent situation and using their
emergency lights to get the favor.  In any event, it makes sense to have the conditions
for such Favorite treatment spelled out in the traffic laws and not require ad hoc
decisions to be made each time one is driving down a street where the traffic is
stopped by a light and a car stopped by a stop sign presents a Favorite situation.
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B. Future
Texas is growing at an unprecedented rate and appears, as always
does in the middle of movements, to be poised to continue growing
for a fairly long time.  With this increase in population and associated
changes the needs of Texas and various Texas citizens will change.
This change will create problems, obstacles and opportunities.  All of
this is well known.  However, as applied to Texas water law, it doesn’t
appear that there is any need to not continue to follow the existing
water law and have new Texans buy water from those that already
have the water rights, or create new water for consumption, through
additional storage or use of groundwater, where available.  When the
US Government built the TXO and Dow assumed the operation of
the facility, water rights were purchased from existing water right
holders at an agreed price.  With these purchases Dow assumed the
priority of the former water right holder and the former water right
holder enjoyed the benefits from the price paid for their former water
rights.  Cities need to compete among themselves in terms of roads,
weather, location to various jobs and universities, as well as in the
provision of water.  If one city can manage to provide water for itself
at a substantially cheaper price, this should become no less of a differ-
entiation factor than the time one takes to drive to work.  The same is
true for power generation.  No one would consider that the labor laws
should not apply to the cities and power generators or other Favor-
ite(s).  Emergency rules should be used to apply to emergencies, not
just to the demands of Favorite(s).  The Texas rivers provide a means
to easily transport water so there should be a wide open market for
groundwater and additional stored water sufficient to change the use
or non-use of resources or to induce investment in facilities to deliver
the water that will be needed.
VII. CONCLUSION
Water law is changing, responding to the growing population of
Texas and related changing needs.  Just as we do not take a farmer’s
property next to a growing city without compensation and due process
of law, water should also be distributed largely by following the ex-
isting law and capitalistic distribution system used to distribute most
goods and services in Texas and the United States.
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TCEQ – Questions for Senior Water Right Holder Making Call
Contact Information
What is the name of the city, public water supply system, or water
right holder?
The Dow Chemical Company
Who is the primary contact?  Phone number, address, email?
Julie Woodard
The Dow Chemical Company
2301 N. Brazosport Blvd, Bldg B-101
Freeport, TX 77541
979-238-1726 (Office); 979-665-6452 (Cell)
jwoodard@dow.com
What county are you in?
Brazoria County
If a public water system, how many connections do you have?
NA
Sources of Water
What is your primary source of water?  What is the name of the
stream, lake, or aquifer?
Brazos River
Do you have alternate sources of water?
No
How much storage do you have?  How many days supply is it?
Brazoria Reservoir: 21,000 acre-ft, 30 days capacity when full
Harris Reservoir: 7,000 acre-ft, 15 days capacity when full
What permit(s) are you making your call under?  What priority date?
Certificate of Adjudication 12-5328
February 28, 1929: 20,000 acre-ft/year
February 14, 1942: 150,000 acre-ft/year
April 4, 1960: 65,000 acre-ft/year
March 8, 1976: 3,136 acre-ft/year
What provision(s) in your permit is not being met under current
conditions?
Permitted withdrawal rate is 662 cfs, current withdrawal rate is
290 cfs
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What amount of water have you used under your permit(s) to date
this year?
Water usage year-to-date is 93,405 acre-ft, 1/1/2012 thru 10/31/
2012.  This amount includes water diverted for use by the Brazosport
Water Authority under their water right.
Do you have or can you get a water supply contract?
Yes, BRA is selling interruptible water
What other public water systems are located nearby, if applicable?
NA
System Needs
What is the minimal amount your system/customers need for basic
functions?  Please answer in cubic feet per second (cfs), acre-feet, or
another measurement method as appropriate.
290 cfs is needed when refilling the reservoir
180 cfs is needed when depleting the reservoir
What level of streamflow is required to make your diversions or main-
tain your uses?
Minimum flow at the Rosharon gage needs to be at least 325 cfs, as
a minimum point in any 24-hour period.  Of this 325 cfs, 100 cfs flow
margin is needed to manage the location of the salt wedge below the
Harris intake.
What is your average daily usage?
Average daily usage is 306 acre-ft
What is your minimum needed daily demand?
Current daily consumptive demand is 225 cfs
How many days of water do you have remaining?
We currently have 41 days of reservoir storage
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